**CELL PHONE SCAVENGER HUNT**

Instructions for Play:
Print this game sheet – one per person and distribute. Set a timer before play begins. Each person asks someone else to show one of the items listed below on their cellphone and then asks the person to sign their name by the item they have just shown. Only two items may be checked off per person. When the time is up, the person with the most signatures wins!

**Pictures**

**Games and Apps**

Family Picture ______________ Angry Birds____________________
Family Pet ___________________ Solitaire _______________________
Selfie ______________________ The Bible _________________________
Food ________________________ Banking _________________________
On a Boat _____________________ Amazon _______________________
In Another State ______________ Facebook ______________________
A Wild Animal ________________ Instagram ______________________
At the Beach ___________________ Pandora ______________________
Cooking ______________________ Open Table ____________________
Snow _________________________ Google Maps ___________________
DIY_________________________ Snapchat _______________________
Baby _________________________ Flashlight _______________________
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